
Test drive our demo today and experience our dynamic
platform. See for yourself how Centric can enrich student

learning. Call 866 498 3533 or visit centriclearning.net

Students take a Centric Learning assessment / placement
review, which could provide partial credit

A counselor and / or mentor (provided by Centric Learning
or your school) assists students in designing the shortest
pathway to credit attainment accelerating the process by
50% and possibly more

Each student is supported by a mentor and tutor (ours or
yours) to assist in maintaining focus on this dynamic
journey. This support system is also instrumental in
accelerating learning. A powerful mentor and tutoring
model is a proven success for the WAY Academies. 

We also offer training and professional development to
staff to serve effectively in these roles.

Helping districts to retain and
recruit students with the
Accelerated High School
Credit Recovery program

Retention and recruiting have been a continuing
challenge for alternative education and credit recovery
programs throughout the country. The reasons are
numerous and complex. However, the leading reason is
the amount of time it takes to earn credit. Most credit
recovery programs are based on traditional learning
models. We have a dynamic solution.

http://centriclearning.net/
http://centriclearning.net/


Students take a Centric Learning assessment /
placement review, which could provide partial
credit

A counselor and / or mentor (provided by Centric
Learning or your school) would assist students in
designing the shortest pathway to credit
attainment accelerating the process by 50% and
possibly more

Each student is supported by a mentor and tutor
(ours or yours) to assist in maintaining focus on
this dynamic journey. This support system is also
instrumental to increasing the acceleration
process. A powerful mentor and tutoring model is
a proven success for the WAY Academies. 

We also offer training and professional
development to staff to serve effectively in these
roles.

What if we could fast track
high school credit recovery?

We can help districts retain &
recruit students

Test drive our demo today and experience our dynamic
platform. See for yourself how Centric can enrich student

learning. Call 866 498 3533 or visit centriclearning.net
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